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Wedding fruit cake recipe with brandy pdf

October 23, 2015 Before I baked cakes for a living I really wasn't a fan of fruit cake at all! But it's not funny how your tastes can change suddenly; Now I love a nice Christmas fruit cake. I love it with a little cheese on the side too... Go to the recipe recipe I'm going to share not one I've created myself a
mind and I have no idea where I got it from, but it's my favorite. If you recognize this recipe, then please let me know where it would be great to know. At the moment it's just on a piece of paper that has. Um... seen better days! Dirty fingerprints everywhere! But I still pull it out of my safe little place at the
back of my favorite recipe book every year... I always use this recipe for my fruit wedding cakes too. It's great for baking in advance and feeding up decorating time, but, best of all - it also works very well with last minute fruit cakes too, and you can skip some alcohol too if necessary and it's still delicious.
Preparation is a key preparation for baking a fruit cake can be quite tedious, but it's necessary and completely worth it: I double-line my jars, which means two circles of parchment discs at the bottom, and two parchment strips on the inside edges. I also tie a damp towel around the tin with some string,
which helps to reach even the bake and avoid the hard edges. Finally, a large tray of water at the bottom of the oven while baking will help with achieving a good even bake without dark crusts. Total time 3 hours 30 minutes 150g cherry eye sockets - halved 250g sultanas 250g raisins 550g currants 50g
chopped mixed peel 100ml cognac 250g unprocessed butter 250g soft dark brown sugar 4 large eggs 250g plain flour 1/4 teaspoon salt 1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon 1/4 teaspoon freshly grated nutmeg 1/2 teaspoon ground ginger 1/4 teaspoon mixed spice 1 tbsp molasses 50g ground almonds 1 tbsp
grated orange peel 1 etc. on the eve add all the fruit to a large bowl with cognac and leave to soak. At least 6 hours should do the trick. Preheat the oven to 140c normal/120c Fan Prepare your jars (as above) Cream together the sugar and butter until light and fluffy Add the eggs 1 at a time, and mix well
after each addition to beat in the molasses In a separate bowl to sift together the flour, salt and spices to fold them into the cream mixture using a metal spoon folded into the fruit, grated and peeled. Pour into the tin and level with the back of the spoon. Bake for 2.5-3 hours or until the skewer comes out
clean drink the leftovers of cognac ..! only joking good fruit cake takes at least 6 weeks to ripen and for the fruit to completely release all its Tastes. I tend to bake my Christmas cakes in early November (2 months in advance), sometimes a little earlier. I remember my grandfather actually saying a good
fruit cake is like a lovely wine wine It was right, a mature fruit cake is totally worth the effort and if you are going to spend all that cash on the ingredients, you can also do it the best you can. How to store fruit cake? Storage is the easiest part. Just wrap in gauze - I use this - marl 180cm x 90cm, then keep
in a large clean plastic bag to store food or wrap in a lot of good quality cling film then store in a tin. It's that simple. After maturation, or if you want to save the wedding fruit cake for the future christening cake you can double the wrap and freeze too. How to feed a fruit cake? When I first started making
fruit cakes I was completely embarrassed throughout to feed the fruit cake phrase. I'm like, Tell me what, feed the cake? How the hell am I doing this? So... while we're here, I'm clear that little piece of information too. Basically feeding is the part where you add alcohol (cherry cognac is my favorite choice)
on a regular basis, so the cake tastes extra tasty and moist when eaten. Try to buy the best quality alcohol you can afford and it should be over 30% strength too. 1. Prick small holes at the top of the cake with a toothpick or thin skewer. Make sure the holes run deep into the cake, but don't go all the way
to the bottom 2. Spoon 2/3 teaspoons of the selected tip over the cake, allowing it to run down the holes and soak in the middle of the cake. Don't overdo it or your cake will be overpowered by too much booze and you can also ruin the texture - the trick is to be patient! 3. Repeat this once a week (I have
installed a reminder in my diary) and if you really want to be thorough then turn the cake the other way up and take turns to feed from below and from above. PS: I used to worry the fruit cake would go mouldy, but it's not, the density and high sugar content of homemade fruit muffins prevent the growth of
bacteria and spoils. So in response to the question: How long does a fruit cake keep? My answer will be until all this has been eaten!  what else am I doing for Christmas? Cakes! All.The.Time! The recipe is here. And gingerbread. But it's not hard to break the teeth of the type. No, I bake a lovely soft,
perfect to dunk in your favorite Gingerbread type Christmas drink! This recipe is here. Pinterest... If you are looking for ideas on how to decorate your Christmas cake, take a look at this Pinterest board where I have saved many different ideas... Give me a little follow too, I promise to post a lot of delicious
cake images and recipes! For the sugar flowers, knead the white sugar paste until soft and malleable and roll it out until it is 5mm/1/4 inch thick. Using cutters, cut out flowers of different sizes. Roll small pieces of bronze sugar paste Balls and stick them in the middle of the flowers with edible glue. Set
aside to dry for a few hours. (Flowers can be made up to pre-0 and stored in an airtight container.) Preheat the oven to 160C/325F/Gas 1. Grease and line 15cm/6in, 23cm/9in and 30cm/12in round cake tin. Make sure that the greaseproof paper is above the tin about 9 cm/3 inches so that the top of the
cake does not burn. For a level of 30cm/12in, cream the butter and sugar together in a bowl until well combined. Slowly beat in the eggs, one at a time, until well combined. Fold in flour, ground almonds, cinnamon and mixed spices. Stir in the dried fruits, zest and brandy. Spoon the mixture into the cake
tin and bake in the oven for four hours, or until the skewer is inserted in the middle comes out clean. Repeat the steps 2 and 3 to the 23cm/9in level and bake in the oven for three hours, or until the skewer is inserted in the middle comes out clean. Repeat steps 2 and 3 to 15cm/6in and bake in the oven for
two hours, or until the skewer inserted into the middle is clean. When the cakes are cooked, remove them from the oven set aside for cooling for 15 minutes. Remove them from the tin and place on the wire rack to cool completely. Heat the apricot jam in a saucepan, then pass through a sieve. Level the
top of the 15cm/6in fruit cake, paint the top with a little apricot jam and then turn it upside down into a 15cm/6 inch thin cake board. Using a piece of string, measure the top and sides of the fruit cake (it's the way you roll out the marzipan to the right size). Paint the fruit cake all over with apricot jam. Dust
the work surface with icing sugar and roll out 500g/1lb 2oz marzipan until it is large enough to cover the top and sides of the fruit cake (use a piece of string as a guide). Gently lift the marzipan onto the cake and disperse it with your hands. Trim any excess marzipan, ensuring the cake board is also
covered. Paint the cake with cooled, boiled water. Knead 500g/1lb 2oz of white icing until soft and malleable and roll it out until it is 5mm/1/4in thick and large enough to cover the top and sides of the fruit cake (use a piece of string as a guide). Gently lift the icing on the cake and disperse with your hands.
Trim any excess icing. Leave the cakes overnight so that the icing can be dried (don't store the cakes in the fridge). Repeat the steps 9, 10 and 11 to 23cm/9in cake using 1kg/2lb 4oz each of marzipan and icing. Repeat the steps 9, 10 and 11 to the 30cm/12in cake using 2kg/4lb 8oz each of the marzipan
and icing. Once the icing has dried, apply a thin line of edible glue around the bottom edge of each cake and gently insert the ribbon around the cake, ensuring the addition with a little extra glue. To insert dowelling rods, hold a dowelling rod on the side of a 23cm/9in cake and a sign with a pencil, The
icing comes to. Cut the rod and three others the same length. Tap the rods into the cake about 5cm/2in from the sides to form a four corner corner in the middle of the cake. Measure, cut and paste the stems in the same way for the 30cm/12in cake. To cover the 20cm/8in thick cake boards, knead
400g/14oz of icing until soft and malleable and roll it out until it is 5mm/1/4in thick and large enough to cover the cake board. Spread a little glue over the board and then gently lift the icing on the cake board, smoothing it to flat. Trim the edges. Apply a thin line of glue on the edge of the cake board and
gently insert the ribbon around the cake, ensuring the addition with a little extra glue. Repeat step 16 using 500g/1lb 2oz icing for a 28cm/11in cake board and 750g/1lb 10oz icing for a 35cm/14in cake board. If you carry cakes to the place, it is better to transport them separately and collect the cake in
place. To collect the cakes, first stick the 30cm/12in cake on the 35cm/14in cake board. Add a little glue to the middle of the 35cm/14in cake board and then position the 30cm/12in cake in the middle. Place four pillars on top, strutting each one over the dowelling rod. Top with a 28cm/11in cake board, and
repeat the process with a 23cm/9in cake, finishing with a 20cm/8in cake board and a 15cm/6in cake. Using edible glue, arrange the sugar flowers at the top of the cake and flanked by 15cm/6in, 23cm/9in and 30cm/12in cake. Cake. wedding fruit cake recipe with brandy pdf
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